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Wood County Historical Museum
gets two thumbs up.
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Sports
Whooo?
BG pigskin squad sizes up the
improved Temple Owls.
See page 9

City
Health Center sees a rise in patients
with allergies.
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'Round The Old Oak Tree

Committee to
discuss decentralization

County seeks
child advocates
The Wood County
Court Appointed Special
Advocate Program
(CASA) is presenUy
seeking volunteers to
assist the area's
abused, neglected and
dependent children.
Prospective volunteers are interviewed,
screened and trained in
areas such as the court
process, interviewing
techniques, report writing and other skills.
Anyone 21 years old
or older and a high
school graduate who is
interested In becoming
a CASA volunteer
should contact Denise
Fox at 352-3552, extension 332.

PUCO approves
Ameritech
reduction
The Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio
(PUCO) recently approved a $21 million
annual reduction in
Ameritech charges to
long distance providers.
The reduction is to
be passed on to Ohioans who make toll
calls using a longdistance provider to
Ameritech's Ohio
customers.
The reduction
should cut the cost of
most lntrastate toll
calls by about one
cent a minute.
Compiled from stoJJ
reports
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Bowling Green, Ohio

The News'
Briefs

The state decentralization committee
will meet today at the
Key Bank. West Tiffin
Street, in Fostorla,
according to State
Senator Steve
Yarbrough.
The meeting is
slated to begin at
10:30 a.m.. and will
address the issue of
moving state offices
from central Ohio to
other parts of the
state.

Indians
Angels

Volume 83, Issue 154

Jill Carr wins
Ferrari Award
opment of the University.
Carr received an inscribed
plaque, her own parking space
for a year and a $1,000 cash award. Her photograph will be
displayed with a permanent
plaque in the lobby of the University Union.
Norma Stickler, academic services director, announced Carr
as the winner.
"Jill Carr has consistantly
demonstrated the fine qualities
that make her an asset to BGSU
and a natural recipient of the Michael R. Ferrari Award," Stickler
said.
Carr said she was very surplsed by the award.
"It exceeds anything I could
possibly express," Carr said. "I
didn't even know I had been
nominated."

Jay Young
The BC News

Shannon Workman/The BG Newt

Junior Amy Hatem studies In the shade of a tree by East Hall.
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When JiU Carr was notified
about 'the winner" of the Michael R. Ferrari Award, she was
asked to make sure the person attended the award ceremony.
That person did attend, but so did
the real winner, Carr herself.
Much to her surprise, Carr was
named the winner of the 1996
Michael R Ferrari Award. Carr,
the associate dean of students for
judicial affairs, was presented
the award Wednesday during a
reception hosted by Administrative Staff Council in Olscamp
Hall.
Established in 1983, the annual
award recognizes an administrative staff member who has shown
exceptional performance, a genuine sensitivity to others and attention to the growth and devel-

See CARR, page four.

Bond raised for accused murderer Al Gore

Communities ofMcClure, B.G.
pay final respects to Julie Kane
Joe Boyle and Jack Buehrer
The BC News

As the village of McClure and
the University community paid
their final respects to Julie Kane
Wednesday, bond was increased
on the man accused of killing her.
Craig M. Baker, Fostorla, sat
mostly silent as Wood County
Prosecutor Alan Mayberry asked
Judge Gale Williamson to deny
bond to Baker.
Williamson denied the request,
and instead raised Baker's bond
from $100,000 to $500,000.
Baker was represented for the
first time today by two courtappointed attorneys, Scott Hicks
and Adrian Cimmerman.
Baker wept silently throughout
the proceedings, as did his family
and friends who were sitting behind him in the gallery of the
Wood County Common Pleas
Court.
Hicks asked Williamson for
leniency because Baker is a lifetime resident of Northwest Ohio
and has no previous criminal record.
In McClure this morning, at the
First Methodist Church, people
stood outside the doorways of a
packed church as they said good-

bye to Julie Kane.
Vice President for Student Affairs Ed Whipple, who attended
the service on behalf of the University, said he was moved by the
service.
Whipple said the idea of a
ceremony or memorial is being
discussed with the Graduate Student Senate and the Undergraduate Student Government.
"I saw what an impact she had
on her community and at B.G.,
because there were a great number of BGSU students and members of the community there," he
said.

With the new organization of
the University out in the open
now, President Sidney Ribeau
said it is up to the community to
define the new system and make
it work.
Ribeau said it will take most of
the year to define the new structure.
"I suspect through the first
semester, and all this year, a lot
of those details will be worked
out," Ribeau said.
The president said the structure changes are less Important
than the need for people to work
together.
"It's not so much who reports
to whom," Ribeau said. "What's
really Important is how many
people you can get together from
throughout the University to per-

Jeannine Aversa
The Associated Press
ThtBGNewi

A Bowling Green City Police Cruiser escorted the funeral procession
of Julie Kane through McClure, Ohio Wednesday.

The University Payroll Office, if they could [volunteer a car],"
where Kane's mother, Roberta, Ash said. "They really wanted to
works, was closed Wednesday do it, but's its not common for
for the funeral.
this to happen in town, much less
out of town."
Ash confirmed the knife used
to kill Kane and injury Tara Fah"I saw what an impact she had on her
Kane's roommate, was
community and at BG, because there were a ringer,
sent to the Bureau of Criminal
Investigation lab for testing.
great number of BGSU students and

members of the community there."

Two roads in the town of under
600 people were blocked off for
parking, but cars lined the
streets for about five blocks
around the church despite the
reserved parking.

Ribeau excited
about new system
Jay Young
The BC News

supports
new loan
program

form a specific function."
Ribeau said the new diagram is
an extension to the model he
revealed during his first year as
president. He said the top priority is to define how this model
will work.
"What I'd like to see next fall is
the same chart, but see it working," Ribeau said. "Ideally, if this
would work well, three years
from now there wouldn't be any
units to report to. Everybody
would have a sense what the University is trying to accomplish
and they'd just go do it. We're not
there yet."
Ribeau said the biggest change
is the introduction of Charles
Mlddleton as provost.
"What we've done is combine
the provost responsibility and
the academic vice president's re-

In court, Mayberry said the
Ed Whipple knife is being tested for fingerVice president for student affairs prints, and Baker's clothes are
being tested for DNA evidence.
The knife was retrieved by
Bowling Green Police Chief Bowling Green police after
Galen Ash said a city police Baker threw it while being purcruiser escorted the funeral pro- sued by Officer Alan Carsey.
cession today - something which
In a statement, Mayberry said
is not standard.
he was filing a request for blood
"The officers wanted to know to be taken from the defendent.

MONTCLAIR, N.J. Educating Americans for
the next century is too important to require that all
college students pay their
way without a chance for
government loans, Vice
President Al Gore told students Wednesday.
In a speech at Montclair
State University, Gore said
Republican presidential
nominee Bob Dole and the
GOP-controlled Congress
are determined that students finance their own educations and not look to the
government for help.
But Gore said that, regardless of income, education is the key for all Americans to become part of a
skilled and prosperous
work force of the 21st cen$M LOANS, page three.

Reorganization
The Plan:
• President Sidney
Ribeau hopes to have this
schematic in everyday
practice by the end of the
year.
• Provost Chuck
Middleton says the new
structure provides an
excellent enviornment for
people to play a larger role
in the University.
• Ribeau says this
system is the best way to
make the University into a
"premier institution" within
five years

set RIBEAU, page four.
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Group strives for both student
and faculty excellence at BGSU
Over the past few years a number of "unofficial" guides
have been published. A few examples include "The Unofficial
Guide to Disney World," "The Entertainment Weekly Seinfeld
Companion: atomic wedgies to zipper jobs: an unofficial guide
to TV's funniest shows." and "Sternmania: The Unofficial Guide
to the Howard Stern Show."
I'm not sure how much worthwhile information is In these
guides. Actually, I think the word unofficial Is mostly used to
make the reader think he or she is getting something that couldn't
be found anywhere else, in an attempt to increase profit. Well. I
must admit. I'm no different. I want to sell you on the idea of an
Unofficial Guide to BGSU. As opposed to the books listed above,
though, the content of this work really is important ...
It's week three at BGSU and there's not doubt that some of
you are less than excited about the time you have to spend in
class. Boring lectures, uninteresting discussions, and thoughtless tests predominate, you say. But what can you do?
You can put a dent in this academic juggernaut by taking
some time to carefully read your assignments.
Contrary to popular belief, that half hour between reruns
of "The Simpsons" and "Selnfeld'Just isn't enough time to glean
anything meaningful from your homework. By contrast, if you
put some effort Into your assigned readings (i.e.. read them more
than once, write down some thoughtful questions), you will have
plenty to discuss. In fact, you'll probably even want to share
your ideas with the other members of your class. The sad thing
about cramming everything in the night before (and I speak from
experience) Is that you start to realize how interesting the questions in your Psych book really are -- but by then it's too late.
The discussions are over and the test looms ahead, menacing
as your professor's wardrobe.
At this point you may have several questions. "Why should
I study hard and speak out when so many others are inactive
and silent?" you ask. There could be many answers to this question, the most desirable of which would probably have something to do with a genuine appreciation for learning and a desire to struggle with difficult questions. I shall appeal, however,
to common sense. You should expend some energy on your
schoolwork because, if you don't, your classes are going to be
boring as all hell. So for pure excitement's sake, study!
The remaining questions are more difficult: What If your
teachers are horrible or Just don't give a damn? What if you
don't know how to read carefully or ask good questions? Last
year, a group named Students for Quality Education (SQE) was
formed to address the above questions. First, they've begun a
; dialogue with professors, reassuring them that there are thought'!nl students out there (a momentous task considering how lazy
;we are on the whole).

BG Bar Culture is empty
What's up. kid? How was
your weekend? Didja get f"*ed
up? Bust some punk's ass? Get
laid?
Vulgar? Yes, but it's not an
unrealistic set of questions for
acquaintances to trade on a
Monday morning In Bowling
Green. Is that disturbing?
Lately I feel much In the minority for believing that It Is.
A great many people, myself Included, have bemoaned
BG's lack of culture. But culture does exist: the BG Bar
Culture continues to thrive and
grow. Most of you know how It
works — on Saturdays. Fridays, and Thursdays (Friday
morning classes be damned),
troupes of collegiate thrill-seekers set out in packs and head
downtown to the Strip of Many
Pubs or to the Ultimate Raging
Kegger at this guy's exroommate's cousin's place. The
packs are formed most often
through previous cultural excursions or through a mystical
process involving ancient letters and dues that I don't pretend to understand. Upon
reaching their destination, the
adventurers begin imbibing
large quantities of fermented
grain beverages, which continues through the evening as the
group invariably splits up and
Journeys to alternate locations.

Matt
Pierce
Inevitably. Inhibitions,
which these swill soldiers don't
understand how to naturally
release, begin to give way to
forces of post adolescent hormones, and pairs of available
swingers begin to circle and
close in on one another. (This
does not exclude what I call the
"limited availability" swinger —
those of the "Jus' fer fnlght coz
ah'm DRUNK!" variety.) The
couple then engages In the formality of slurred, non-witty
banter that concludes at
someone's apartment with the
requisite shack, scrog. or
screw. Which is chosen will depend on Individual self control
and/or the male's ability to perform after a dozen or so beers.
Those who cannot arrange
the hookup go home from the
"meet" market of their choice
frustrated, or quite often, parlay those pent-up frustrations
into a round of fisticuffs with
another drunk who committed
the unforgivable sin of dancing,
or even looking, too close at
them. Sometimes a night in the

County Pigpen ensues.
Last call or the tapping out
of kegs means that there Is no
longer a reason to be in a social environment. This results
in a mass exodus, sending frenzied young adults to their vehicles for a Jolly, life-threatening ride home. Non-drivers engage in the sport of the 400
Meter Stagger Down Wooster,
making asses out of themselves
while trying not to fall on theirs.
The alcoholic-in-tralnlng
concludes the evening either
sprawled out on a couch he or
she has never seen before, or
at a late night diner making life
plenty pleasant for the staff and
customers. Either that or vomiting. Another weekend complete.
Celebrating this Bowling
Green cultural heritage, then,
means celebrating temporary
highs, escapes from reality, violence, meaningless sexual activity, and a tendency towards
unconscious nihilism. The
soundtrack is lousy '80s music, and on holidays, members
of the culture can get together
to watch "Animal House." because that's apparently where
they got their perceptions of
what college is supposed to be.
The culture's oral tradition
consists of those Monday
morning fish stories of how

many kegs, how many girls,
how many guys it took to pull
me off of him — people desperately looking for respect and
validation of their indefensible
actions, and their buddies
freely giving it up.
Do I sound bitter? Good.
The porch of my place gives me
a front row seat to the spectacle
of bright kids obliterating their
minds and bodies, while gaining nothing real from their
weekends. I'm getting sick of
the view. The human mind Is
not designed to work hard for
five days, then be savagely manipulated for two. week in and
week out. A little creativity of
thought and less self-absorption could actually add up to a
rewarding weekend, but
around here, no one seems interested in bettering themselves
all the time. Just when they
absolutely have to.
Go ahead, please call me
a square. I'll gladly accept it as
the alternative to an alcoholdrenched "cool." I've not led a
completely innocent life, but I
not only know what moderation.
is, I engage in it. So, you see,
my house is fortified with stuff
stronger than glass. And I got
a whole pile of stones.
Matt Pierce can be chided
at mattp@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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The organization does not feel, however, that students are
the only ones to blame. Teachers who come to class without
thoughtful questions, enthusiastic attitudes, and a desire to learn
as well as lecture, are equally at fault. As a result. SQE is also
attempting to provide Instructors with more effective teaching
methods (a momentous task considering how lazy they are. in
addition to being worn down by years of horrible students) Those
faults acknowledged, however, SQE hopes to assist faculty and
students with guidance about how to ask better questions and
think more deeply. The group's next meeting is 8:00 p.m. Tuesday. September 17 in 103 BA. If you have desire to improve
academic excellence at Bowling Green, either by working to better your own cognitive and speaking abilities, or by helping us
to achieve some of our broader goals, please Join us on Tuesday.
You can also learn more about us on our web site, address http:/
/plzza.bgsu.edu/~kvaughn/AS250H/quality.html. We hope to
hear from you soon.
Michael Leschinsky
Philosophy Major
Member of SQE

The BG News
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"A Commitment to excellence"

Zeal dwindles as semester rolls on
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Fall semester is upon us.
Most classes have moved beyond that Introductory phase
where it's okay not to have the
book yet and it's okay to snooze
through the period, apathetic
and drooling.
Gone is the cheesy ease of
those first weeks. So, unfortunately, is my motivation.
I think I have some regrettable brain malfunction
wherein my desire to work Is
inversely related to the how
much work I actually have to
do.
Witness my behavior at
the dawn of the semester. Reading over class syllabi is about
all the dedicated student can
do. Yet I'm busy organizing and
sitting around marveling at how
hard I'm going to work this
time. I am beyond prepared. I
have a zoo of paper and writing
utensils. I have taken a cue
from my more organized friends
and decided that I will use a
separate folder for each of my
classes. The red folder Is for
History, the mauve for Stats,
the blue for Econ ...
Color coordination. I think
as I put my folders Into my new
backpack. What a festive way
to keep organized. I think that
I'll really reform myself this
year. I'll really keep on top of
my classes.
As if.
Fast forward a month
deep into the semester. Confusion has ensued. My mauve
folder is now defunct. Most of

i ues
Columnist
the stuff from my blue and red
folders has been transferred to
my green folder because it's the
only one I routinely remember
to take to class with me. I think
that my day planner might be
lost somewhere In the rubble
under my bed.
I sit In front of the TV.
shamelessly numbing my mind
via an endless stream of
sitcoms. I hear a low chuckle
from the corner of the room,
where my books lurk.
"Arencha going to do your
readings
for
tomorrow,
Meredith?" they ask. "Or are
you going to skip it? Again?"
"Shuttup." I grunt. "I'm
trying to watch this."
"You'll regret it." say my
books.
-You'll regret it If I cant sell
you back at the end of the semester!" I snap at them. They
merely grin at me.
Later it comes time for the
papers. My ever-studious
roommate looks up from her
work as I leave the apartment
at 10 p.m.. off to waste my time
with other losers like myself.
"Weren't you going to write

that paper tonight?" she asks,
her face a mask of Innocent
helpfulness. "You know, the
one that must be fifteen pages
long and Is due tomorrow?"
"Well, yes." I reply. "But
I'm waiting until tonight gets to
be as tonight as possible. I work
best under pressure."
Oh, if only. I think the next
day, as I stumble into class to
turn in yet another Incoherent
paper and pass out on my desk.
Someday I plan on apologizing
to all of my professors. Sorry.
It's not your class. I'll say. I'm
sure your class is very Interesting. Right now, however, it's imperative that I focus on procrastinating and napping through
your lectures.

do throughout the semester.
The words begin to swim before
my eyes.
"You should Just take
some medicine and go to bed."
my roommate advises. "You'll
do better If you're well rested."
This sounds good.
I stumble Into my exam
the next day. still very much In
a Nyqull haze. My head throbs,
my eyes are as red and watery
as a sunset over the Pacific and
I wonder how it is that I'm not
dehydrated, seeing as how my
nose seems to be leaking about
a gallon of fluid a minute. In
this state and armed with my
one remaining pencil, I attempt
to take the test.
"Discuss the political, social and economic factors that
The last few weeks of the went Into the making of domessemester are always when I tic and foreign global policy
reach the pinnacle of panicked during World War I," It states.
disorganization. I have one
chewed up pencil stub left to
"Bllnko the Sea Cow?" I
my name, and I guard It with write. I am currently having an
my life. My original day plan- antlhistamlne induced halluciner has blodegraded Into nation about circus animals. I
oblivion — my new one consists include the question mark beof a sea of scrap papers with cause I'm not sure if Bllnko is
assignments, appointments a sea cow or a sea Hon. Then I
and disembodied phone num- quietly fall asleep. I have a smile
bers scrawled Illegibly on them on my face because I'm already
In no apparent chronological dreaming of next semester. I
order. And screw the folders: I used the mauve folder for Stats
now cram stuff directly into my ... that was my big mistake. 1
backpack.
should have used it for Econ.
Exams arrive like a punch I'll do better next time ...
In the face. I'm in the throes of
my annual finals week cold and
am attempting to read In one
Meredith Southard is a
night all the readings I didn't guest columnist for The News.
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Museum features facts and fingers
Brandy Hunt
The BC News

The Wood County Historical Museum features a
treasure trove of trivia. The
fingers of a 19th Century
murder victim are preserved ID a glass Jar (left).
Above, a school room from
the early century is on display.

BG Ncwi pholoa by Brandon Junaiz

Everything from old Girl Scout
uniforms to the three fingers that
once belonged to a murder victim
can be found three miles southeast of Bowling Green, on County
Home Road, one-half mile east of
1-75.
The Wood County Historical
Museum has been open to the
public since 1975. The museum
features antique artifacts and
buildings prior to the turn of the
century. The main building was
constructed in 1868 and was
known as a county poor farm.
Within 20 years two additional
wings and quite a few surounding
buildings were added.
Lori Tomlison, a doctoral student in American culture studies,
said the museum was a home for
the elderly, the sick and the financially disabled.
She said the county poor farm
was virtually self sufficient,
having 160 acres, hog barn,
chicken coop, ice ponds, ice
house, and herb gardens. There
was also a hospital called Lunatic
House that was used for the violently Insane, and pest houses
that were used to quarantine
patients with severe illnesses.
Many of the original buildings
still remain and are able to be
toured. The museum has aquired
more than 10,000 different col-

Campus site for wellness conference
Event will include speakers on physical, emotional, spiritual health
Genell Pavellch
The BC News
The Personal Excellence Wellness Conference and Exposition
will take place Saturday October
5 in the University's Gertrude M
Eppler Complex.
Karen Mazzeo, conference coordinator, said the event will include various national, regional,
and local guest speakers on the
different aspects of wellness including physical, social, emotional, spiritual, intellectual, and
expression of talent, Mazzeo
said.
Norma Davenport, publicity
coordinator, said the six dimensions could be divided into the
three areas of emotional, physical, and spiritual, which are all
addressed in some way at the
conference.
"This conference is open to
anyone who is interested in wellness and improving themselves,"

Mazzeo said. "This will be an ex- blindness and amputations to live resort that specializes in relaxation, yoga, massage and much
ceptional opportunity to network a quality life.
Linda Contreras, member of more," Mazzeo said. "It is a getwith fitness professionals."
Out of a selection of 13 topics, the conference planning team, away for men and women that
participants will be able to said Saare has a "fascinating life has a worldwide clientele."
Davenport said that both men
choose one morning session and experience."
Mazzeo said that Saare pre- and women are invited to attend
one afternoon session.
Some of the topics include es- sents a message of hope in her the conference.
Contreras agreed and said that
tablishing a personal fitness pro- presentation.
"People will be inspired by the some people assume that only
gram, time management, empowering your self esteem, hope that Saare provides," she women are interested in wellness.
Myers-Briggs personality types, said.
"Men are not always perceived
Besides the sessions with
dynamics of motivation and
powerful goal setting, deep re- speakers, participants will also to be interested in wellness," she
laxation, tending to the spirit, have the opportunity to walk said.
Mazzeo said the conference
around the conference expo area
and communication skills.
Students interested in getting and visit booths of the different will focus on wellness in all the
involved with the conference as a sponsors, who will be explaining areas.
"This will present a picture of
work study program can apply as the different goods and services
soon as possible, because de- they have available having to do what is possible in order to be the
best you can be in all the
cisions are already being made, with health and wellness.
There will be give-aways from different content areas," she
Mazzeo said.
The keynote speaker for the the different sponsors, and the said.
Those interested in attending
event is Mary Ellen Saare, moti- grand prize will be a one week
vational speaker and author of stay at the Kerr House in Grand the conference can contact Mazzeo at 353-0042 to receive an ap"Feet First," who will discuss Rapids, Ohio.
"The Kerr House is a health plication.
how she overcame diabetes.

LOANS
Continued from page one.
tury.

"We won't get there by saying
why wont you finance your own
education," Gore said. He asked
how many students in the audience need student loans. The response was resounding.
Gore said Dole not only wants
to get rid of the Department of
Education but slash funding for
education grants such as Pell
grants and government-financed
student loans.
"Well, 'abolish, bash and cut"
are not the ABCs that we think
are important in an education
policy," Gore said.
The crowd of several hundred
students and Democratic supporters roared with approval.
Gore used the forum to promote Clinton's idea of $1,500 tax
credits that can be used for two
years of continuing education,
his support for expanding stu-

£P
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dent loans and grants, and for
expanding such programs as
Head Start.
In 1992, Clinton carried New
Jersey, taking 43 percent of the
vote. GOP president George
Bush took 41 percent and independent Ross Perot, 16 percent.
Responding to Gore, the Republican National Committee accused the vice president of using
"scare tactics." The Republicans
pointed to their $1,000 and $1,500
"opportunity scholarships" for
low- and middle-income students
in grade and high schools as
proof of the OOP's support for
education.
The GOP also claimed that the
amount of Pell grants to students
has actually increased during the
Republicans' leadership in Congress.
Later, in Albany, Gore offered
the same education message to a
lively crowd of 2,000, mostly students and some union members.
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way into becoming the premier
university in the state of Ohio.
"I don't know how to do it, but I
Faculty Senate discussed con- want your help." Lunde said. "I
cerns about priorities, enroll- want your ideas."
ment and learning in their first
meeting of the school year TuesAccording to Lunde, the focus
day.
of the Senate will be to increase
Hal Lunde, Faculty Senate teaching and learning, while raischairman, said
ing enrollment and retention of
his main constudents.
cerns involve
the connection
"We urgently need to increase
between stuthe enrollment of students,"
dents and inLunde said. "For every 100 stustructors, as
dents down, we lose about a half
well as the drop
of a million dollars. For me that's
in enrollment.
very scary."
In his report,
Lunde pleaded
President Sidney Ribeau told
with the Senate
the Senate that although enrollto get involved in creating a bet- ment has become an issue reter environment for teaching and cently, he believes it will not
learning, which would pave the stand in the wav of Bowling
Darla Wamock
The BC News
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ers in a jar to be used as evidence. The display also contains
the rope used to hang Carl Bach,
the hood, the corn knife used in
her murder, his Bible and an admission ticket to the hanging in
1883.
If anyone is interested in touring the 50 acre Wood County Historical Museum, it is open Tuesday through Friday for self
guided tours from 9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. The museum is open on
Saturday and Sunday for guided
tours at 1 and 2:30 p.m. between
April and October.
The tour Is a chance to view antique tools, farm equipment, fire
trucks, military uniforms, political memoribilla, Victorian furni-

There will be tours given by
living historians, homemade
food, and pumping equipment
that was used during the Oil
Boon.
The Wood County Historical
Museum is in the national register of historical places, and the
museum has just been given
$200,000 from the state.
Pat Smith, director of the museum, said the money will be a
great help.
"This will create a situation for
rapid Improvement of the site,"
Smith said.
Many projects are in the works
to help restore and preserve the
authenticity of the original
settlement.

Campus skaters face
'potential for harm'
Dawn Keller
The BC News
People need to be more
aware of the University skating policy in order to be safe,
according to Sandy LaGro,
Risk Management director.
University policy states that
no person may skateboard, inline skate or roller skate in or
on University buildings, porches, steps, loading docks or
other raised paved surfaces.
LaGro said one reason for
the policy is to preserve property.
"We've asked people not to
skate on cement steps and
benches because it may break
them," she said. "At one point,
an in-line skater was skating
on the tennis courts and
wrecked the tennis courts."
Barbara Waddell, public information officer, said there
have been times when skate-

boarders have appeared to be
in danger.
"If we see there is a potential for harm to them or pedestrians, we will ask them to
stop," she said. "We have banned some people from having
skateboards on campus."
LaGro said people need to
take caution when they skate,
especially in parking lots.
"Skateboarders like to jump
on the curbs and in-line
skaters like to go fast," she
said. "With people trying to
back out, the parking lots on
campus can be an unsafe situation."
Waddell said people need to
be courteous to pedestrians.
"We have to make sure
pedestrians always have the
right of way," she said.
"Skateboarders and in-line
skaters have to let pedestrians
have the right of away, too."

Green becoming the premier
university in Ohio.
"I am not daunted by the enrollment challenge," Ribeau said.
"I am not intimidated by that in
any way."
Lunde explained the Faculty
Senate plans on working to improve recruitment, retention and
graduation rates. He told the
Senate members the loss felt by
the drop in students could eventually affect their jobs.
"We need to recruit students,
or we will be in deep trouble,"
Lunde said. "If it continues, we
won't have jobs."
Ribeau said if everyone works
together to raise enrollment, it
will not cause a problem for the
University. He told the Senate to
focus on the University priorities
and what it means to the individ-

ual in order to make the vision
happen.
"We have a plan, we're gonna
address it aggressively and get
everyone involved in the process.
We will have the population we
need," Ribeau said. "You need to
communicate to the students."

"We need to recruit
students, or we will
be in deep trouble. If
it continues, we won't
havejobs."
Hal Lunde
Faculty Senate chairman

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
'A True Gentlemen's Fraternity'
1996 All Sports Champions
Come Join the largest & best fraternity in the
U.S. We're looking for some true gentlemen to

CHICAGO STYLE EXTRA
COUPON EXPIRES ON 10/31/S6

"Many of the original buildings still remain
and are able to be toured. The museum has
aquired more than 10,000 different
collections of artifacts over the years, but
Tomlison said the museum seems to be the
most famous for 'The Fingers.' "
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ture, and countless other exibits
and buildings.
September 14 is the 12th Annual Wood County Day at the museum. This is an event celebrating the spirit of Wood County.
The Historical Center has chosen
the OU Boom of Wood County ,
1886-1910 to remember.

Faculty Senate discusses enrollment
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Any 2 Items:

lections of artifacts over the
years, but Tomlison said the museum seems to be the most
famous for 'The Fingers."
The museum has the three
fingers of Mary Bach. Mary was
brutally murdered and dismembered by her husband Carl, in
1881. The police saved her fing-
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RIBEAU
Continued from page one.

spoosibility under the portfolio
of one person. We really get two
people for one," Rlbeau said.
As provost, Middleton will be
responsible for the day to day
operation of the institution.
Ribeau said a lot of energy is required for the Job.
"It takes a special Individual. It
take an individual who really is
very knowledgable about the
University functions and likes to
get involved in a very significant
way," Ribeau said. "I think it's a
great position. It gives you a

chance to get involved in a lot of
different aspects of the University."
Middleton said the new structure will work to the strengths of
the University.
"I think it really is a good reflection of what this community
is," Middleton said. "At a lot of
universities, functionality follows form. In this model, form
follows functionality. You're organized so you can get things
done and it's less Important how
you're organized than that you're
attending to those things,"
Middleton said.
Middleton said the new structure is a chance for people to
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play a larger role at the University"I think it's a great opportunity
for people to be empowered and
be part of the community,"
Middleton said. "Not just because they're in the community,
but because now the welfare of
the community is going to require individual action on the
part of everybody."
Ribeau said it is crucial the
University move toward the new
structure.
"I think it's real important.
Primarily because we're not going to be able to make the move
from where we are as an institution now to the premier learning

community in Ohio," Ribeau said.
"I'm convinced we have the potential to be the premier institution in the next five years, but we
can't get there with the other organizational structure. This is
our vehicle to get us there."
The president said the change
In daily responsibility will allow
him to do more fundraising and
interacting with the campus
community.
"I want to continue lnterating
with students," Ribeau said. "I
also will have an opportunity to
go around to different units to
see if they really are taking this
idea of cross functional teams
seriously."

CARR
Continued from page one.

Ed Whipple, vice president for
Student Affairs, said Carr is very
deserving of the award.
"Jill has wide-spread support
in student affairs for anything
she does," Whipple said. "She did
a phenomenal job in implementing the new code of conduct, because we were dealing with a
different philosophy and a whole
different process."
Peter Hutchinson, associate
vice president for Academic Affairs, wrote one of three letters
of reference on Carr's behalf.

"Jill's overriding motivation in
the performance of her responsibilities is concern for doing
what is best for students," Hutchinson said. "This is true in her
former capacity as director of
housing and In her current position. Jill's focus on the human
dimension in carrying out these
responsibilities has always been
at the forefront."
Carr began her career at the
University as a residence hall director. She later held posts as assistant director of housing, associate director of housing and director of on-campus housing.
She received her bachelor's
degree from the State University
of New York at Geneseo and her
master's degree from the University.
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Play of 911 recording CITY BLOTTER
leads to controversy
■ A woman from the 500 block please return to the store. Upon
of East Wooster dialed 911 to re- doing so the juvenile was found
port a that a bike was stolen on to have an "MTV Party to Go
campus. The dispatcher gave the Volume 5" compact disc. The
caller the number for the Uni- officer who responded talked to
versity Safety and Security de- the juvenile and asked her if she
partment.
had the disc. The youth respond■ Last Tuesday there were re- ed in a weak voice saying "Yes"
ports of abandoned loose kittens and nodding her head, according
near a dumpster in the 300 block to the poilce report. The juvenile
of Colony. When the dumpster was released into the custody of
was checked, the alledged "sme- her mother.
lly cats" were nowhere to be
■ A Wednesday party was
found. Police set a box trap to try broken up in the 100 block of
to snare the felines.
Ridge St. broken due to ex■ A "large, active" beehive tremely loud music. The officer
was seen in a city owned tree in at the scene spoke to the resithe 300 block of Conneaut last dents of the house. One was cited
Tuesday. Upon investigation it for underage drinking and poswas determined to be a hornets' session of a fake I.D. He was obnest and was sprayed later that served drinking from a can of
night.
Budweiser. When the attending
■ A juvenile was caught sho- officer asked to see a driver's liplifting at Finders Records and cense he saw two in the alledged
Tapes last Tuesday. The youth underage drinker's wallet. The
was walking out of the store license turned out to be his older
when the alarm was set off. A brother's and was kept as eviFinders sales associate asked to dence.

Joe Boyle
The BC News

News coverage of the Julie
Kane murder Saturday, and particularly the broadcast of the 911
tape, has been under fire.
However, the release of the
tape is within the bounds of the
law, acording to University journalism ethics professor Dennis
Hale.
"The Ohio Supreme Court has
specifically ruled that all 911
tapes are public record," Hale
said.
However, just because it's
legal doesn't necessarily mean
it's right, Hale said.
"I don't like the idea of broadcasting the audio," Hale said.
"The words on paper are not as
pervasive as the actual voice. It
really doesn't add much to the
written transcript."
Frank Seely, assignment editor
for WTOL-TV In Toledo, said
there was no ethical element involved in playing the tape at his
station.
"There's no ethical thought involved," Seely said. "It's covering the story. In the news business we report about the human
condition."
Bowling Green Police Chief
Galen Ash said his department
releases the tapes only because
they are required to by law.
"We're forced by law to release
them. I would just as soon not
have it run," he said. "I don't
think relatives would want to
hear the last moments like that,
but we abide by the court's decision."
Seely said his station has had a

■ Last Thursday a South Grove
St. homeowner reported that
someone spraypainted "Beach
Boys 69"on his driveway. The
man requested that police do an
extra patrol in his neighborhood.
The alleged spray-painting surfers responsible for the driveway
art are still at large.

■ A woman from the 300 block
of Enterprise reported Thursday
that her 5 month old female gray
cat with a tan tiger belly was
misssing. No tags are on the cat
but the owner assured police that
the cat is up to date on rabies
shots. This is the owner's third
missing cat on file.
■ Friday a man was reported
as "drunk and unwanted" outside
a door on Main St. A unit was dispatched to the area and found no
one who fit the description. The
officer told the caller that if the
"drunk and unwanted" man returns, to call the police again.

Allergy season underway
Over-the-counter, prescription drugs aid in relief
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

With the fall semester underway, allergy season is apparent
The BG Ntwi/Joc Boyle among many students at the University.
Members of the media flooded Wood County Prosecutor Alan
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, medical diMayberry's office Tuesday afternoon.
rector of Health Services, said
there are a number of cases of
reporter/photographer team as- Sunday morning.
people with allergies, especially
signed to the story since it broke
While some have alleged the hayfever, in Bowling Green.
coverage given by Toledo television stations has been excessive.
"Bowling Green could be in the

"We're forced by law tO release them. I WOUld Seely said the differences be-

JUSt as soon not have it run. I don't think
relatives would want to hear the last
moments like that, but we abide by the
court's decision."

running for the hayfever capital
of the world because it's a large,
flat, fertile farm area," he said.
Kaplan said hayfever can be
treated effectively if students
catch the allergies early enough.

Toledo, along with the nature of
the crime, have led them to cover
the Kane murder.
"It's a bigger story because it
happened in B.C. This was a
rather sensational story," Seely
Cindy Puffer, pharmacy coorsaid.
Galen Ash News directors at WTVG-TV dinator of Health Services, said
she would recommend students
Chief of Police and WNWO-TV could not be come to the Health Center if they
reached for comment.

are experiencing symptoms of
hayfever.
"Many over-the-counter drugs
for allergies cause drowsiness,
so they might not be as good as
prescription drugs," she said.
Kaplan said the Health Center
does see a lot of students with allergic reactions every fall, but he
said most symptoms can be controlled.
The immune system treats the
allergies as if they were a cold
virus and defends against them,
Kaplan said. Some symptoms
may include increased mucus
production, swelling, sneezing
and runny nose.

groups of medicines that help to
decrease the symptoms. There
are over-the-counter medicines
which are cheaper and effective
but may cause drowsiness, and
prescription medicines which
are a little more expensive, effective and non-drowsy, he said.
Puffer said some students may
also need decongestants, along
with the antihistamines, to relieve all their symptoms.
Kaplan said that staying indoors with air conditioning
whenever possible will help relieve hayfever symptoms because students will not be exposed to as much of the pollen
that is in the air.

Puffer said students with allergies need antihistamines to
For more information about
help decrease the release of histamines -- the chemical causing hayfever or to make an appointthe symptoms in their bodies.
ment at the Health Center, indiKaplan said there are two viduals can call 372-2271.
v.v.w. + .v.w.v.v.w.w.w.w.v.v.v.v.vw.w.v.v.v.v.v.v.v.w.v.v.w.v.v.v.v.•*.*.*•
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Emissions testing may hit
Cincinnati by November
tion because of its contract with the company that
conducts the tests. He said an EPA spokeswoman
had mentioned possible increases of 10 to 15 cents
COLUMBUS - Alternatives to vehicle emission a gallon for reformulated gasoline.
testing remain unproven or too expensive as a way
for Ohio to meet federal clean air standards, the
state Environmental Protection Agency said
Wednesday.
EPA Director Donald Schregardus testified before the House Finance Committee at a hearing on
a bill that would kill the state's "E-check" proRepresentative
gram.
Vehicle emissions testing is required in 14
southwest and northeast Ohio counties under the
Schregardus said the biggest increase he had
federal Clean Air Act. Federal highway money found was 10 cents, but reports had mentioned the
eventually could be cut if the Cincinnati area fails 15-cent figure.
to meet air quality standards by November.
Fox said he had read an oil industry report on the
Schregardus defended the E-check program, subject and could not find the 15-cent figure.
which has been plagued with problems. The EPA
"They havent found your 10 cents a gallon
has tried to fire the company performing the tests either. It's about 4 cents top end," Fox said. "What
in Cincinnati, but the company went to court in an would be helpful in this debate is to get the most
attempt to stop the agency. And administrators accurate information possible."
had to work out an agreement with another comRep. Daniel Troy, D-WiUowick, agreed that the
pany to improve that company's performance.
EPA seemed determined to remove options to EHe said alternatives such as reformulated gaso- check.
line and remote tailpipe tests have yet to prove ef"It just seems to me that if the data supports Efective or cheaper than E-check.
check, we use it. If the data opposes E-check. we
In remote sensing tests, where a beam measures don't use it," Troy said.
Schregardus replied that the agency was still
tailpipe emissions as cars go by, accuracy varied.
In tests conducted under controlled conditions, the considering alternatives, but hadn't found one as
readings were accurate about 90 percent of the effective as E-check in cleaning up Ohio's air.
Several test opponents complained when comtime, he said. In another test conducted under road
conditions, the accuracy rate was only about 25 mittee Chairman Tom Johnson announced he
would cut the meeting short to allow Republicans
percent.
Reformulated gasoline, which is refined to re- on the committee to attend another meeting elseduce emissions, could be too expensive to be prac- where.
When several E-check opponents who were
tical, he said.
"It clearly looked to me that automobile testing scheduled to testify complained loudly, Johnson
was the most cost-effective way of meeting Clean abruptly adjourned the hearing.
He met with the group afterward and apologized
Air Act standards," Schregardus said.
He said tougher standards that take effect next for not allowing them to testify, but some opponents were not appeased.
year could lead to testing elsewhere in Ohio.
"They're not showing us any respect," said WilBut Rep. Michael Fox, R-Fairfield, questioned
whether the EPA was giving misleading informa- liam Wessel of Miamisburg.

A Sucker For Your Thoughts

John McCarthy
The Associated Press

'They haven't found your 10 cents
a gallon either. It's about 4 cents
top end."
Michael Fox

AP PkMWDavc Kllar

Shelly Ulry, left, gets help from Marian Townsend, a job counselor it Job Expo '96, In Lancaster,
Ohio. Employers and job seekers come together to find and fill Jobs at the event.

Hospital conversion causes job loss
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - About 200 jobs will
be lost when an inner-city hospital is converted into a center for
outpatient services, a health care
executive said Wednesday.
About 800 people now work at
Mercy Hospital, part of the
Mercy Health System-Northern
Region - a health-care network
that operates five hospitals and
67 outpatient clinics in northwest
Ohio.
The other network hospitals

are St. Vincent Medical Center in
Toledo, St. Charles Hospital in
suburban Oregon and the Mercy
Hospitals of Tiffin and Willard.
The change at Mercy is part of
an overall plan to make the network more competitive. Mercy
Hospital has 311 beds.
"Knowing we are going to
make changes is difficult for us,
but it is necessary to be strong
and viable for the future," said
Darryl Lippman, the health-care
network's president and chief
executive officer.

Lippman said none of the network's hospitals are in trouble
now, but could be if changes are
not made.
The changes include the consolidation of psychiatric and behavioral services at St. Charles Hospital and a merger of the Mercy
and St. Vincent Medical Center
nursing schools.
The restructuring comes in response to trends in health care
away from long hospital stays
and toward treating patients on
an outpatient basis.
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Perot selects running mate
Economist Pat Choate shares objection to campaign 'razzmatazz*
Katie Falrbank
The Associated Press
DALLAS - Economist Pat Choate Joined Ross Perot on his Reform
Party ticket, melding similar views on core issues such as trade and
government power and a distaste for the "razzmatazz" of the campaign trail.
"Rather than just do razzmatazz and sort of the old traditional political campaign, we're going to do talk shows where people can talk
with us," Choate said Tuesday night in a bit of must-see TV for Perot
watchers.
Although he's a campaign novice and a second-string pick, Choate
knows how Washington - and Perot's mind - works. But can the
bearded addition to the Reform Party ticket attract new voters to the
new party?
Bruce Buchanan, a University of Texas political scientist who has
studied Perot, said it's too soon to say whether Choate was a good
pick, but people might not forget Perot sought other established politicians first.
"His name is not well known so that makes him a neutral at best,"
Buchanan said. "Inevitably, that calls to mind that Perot had difficulty getting better people running with him."
Perot, who announced his No. 2 pick Tuesday night during a paid
30-minute infomercial on CBS, reportedly had been spurned by
several political figures, including David Boren, a former Oklahoma
governor and U.S. senator, and Democratic Rep. Marcy Kaptur of

Ohio.
Choate said on CNN's "Larry King Live" immediately after the
televised announcement that he didn't mind being a later choice.
"Thank goodness one or two other people didn't take it," he said.
Asked if he was ready to lead the nation, Choate said, "I wouldn't do
it unless I thought I could do an outstanding Job."
The pick thrilled sign-waving volunteers at the third-party's Dallas
headquarters.
"Good choice," said Margaret Hensley of Richardson, Texas, who
with about 100 others gathered to meet the new Reform Party running mate. "Washington can't be fixed from the inside."
Alfred Eckes, a history professor at Ohio University and Choate's
friend, said his colleague's strength is his outsider status and insider
views.
"Let's suppose Perot pulls it off, Pat's the one who understand how
Washington works," Eckes said. "As a critic of the system he's in the
best position to propose changes."
Choate, SS, may not be easily recognized outside political circles,
but his policies are well known through Perot and through his books.
Choate is a protectionist and was a strong Perot ally in opposing the
North American Free Trade Agreement. He was Perot's coach for a
televised NAFTA debate the Texas businessman had with Vice President Al Gore.
"He knows the system as few do," Perot said Tuesday in his ad that
also talked about putting more power into Americans' hands through
referendums, including on a proposed overhaul of the tax system.
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Reform Party vice presidential candidate Pat Choate answers
questions during a Wednesday news conference at Ross Perot
headquarters in Dallas.
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camera
shy...
Senior portraits are underway
Schedule your appointment now
by calling Carl Wolf Studio at 1-800-969-1 338.
Photos will be taken in the KEY office, 28 West Hall,
M-F, 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2 p.m.- 6 p.m.
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Bombers, jets ordered to Gulf
w-

Pentagon warns
that America
means business
northern areas In support of one
of two contending factions of the
country's Kurdish minority. In
WASHINGTON -- Warning retaliation, Clinton sent 44 Navy
Iraq that America is "not playing and Air Force cruise missiles to
games," the Pentagon ordered a destroy southern Iraq radar sites
pair of B-52 bombers and eight that might pose a danger to U.S.
radar-evading F-117 jets to the pilots flying missions to enforce
vicinity of the Persian Gulf on a southern "no-fly" zone barring
Wednesday to prepare for possi- Iraqi flights.
ble new hostilities with Iraq.
Republican vice presidential
Defense Secretary William candidate Jack Kemp blamed the
Perry, using uncharacteristically Iraqi problem on vacillation by
harsh language to discuss an Clinton in formulating foreign
Iraqi attempt to fire on U.S. air- policy. "Our alliances are in discraft in the region, pledged a U.S. array, and support for our misresponse to Saddam Hussein sion Is at risk, because President
"disproportionate to the provoca- Clinton's policy is vague and untions which were made against certain," Kemp said in a stateus."
ment he issued while campaignAt a campaign rally in Arizona, ing in Georgia He Issued the
President Clinton spoke in simi- statement also in the name of the
lar terms. "We will do what we GOP presidential challenger.
must to protect our people," Bob Dole.
Earlier Wednesday, an Iraqi
President Clinton said. "The determination of the United States missile battery fired an SA-6 surto deal with the problem of Iraq face-to-air missile at two U.S. F16s patrolling the "no-fly" zone
should not be underestimated."
The confrontation between the in northern Iraq.
"Very foolish" is how Perry
United States and Iraq began
after Iraqi President Saddam characterized the Iraqi decision
sent troops into his country's to fire.

.

Suzanne M. Senator
The Associated Press
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The newly deployed aircraft
will join the estimated 130 U.S.
warplanes already in the region.
Saudi Arabia did not allow U.S.
aircraft based there to fly in the
first round of attacks against
Iraq, and continued Inability to
use those aircraft would severely
limit chances for a major air
strike against Iraqi targets.
Until the F-l 17s are in place,
the burden could be on the B-52s
and 70-plus aircraft on board the
carrier USS Carl Vinson, whose
battle group is in the Persian
Gulf. A second carrier, the Enterprise, is in the Adriatic and
could be moved If needed to the
eastern Mediterranean, officials
said.
"If you have to go back and use
manned aircraft, you are talking
about a much more significant
military operation," Ms. Starr of
Jane's said.
She said such a force requires
the use of tankers, airborne
warning and control aircraft and
fighters to defend the bombers.
"There really are no perfect options," she said.

!
An F-117 stealth fighter taxis down the runway at McChord Air Force Base near Tacoma, Wash. Pentagon officials said Wednesday the US is moving additional warplanes to thc region.
The incident was Iraqi Presi- the right to take any military acOn Capitol Hill, Sen. Richard
dent Saddam's second rebuff to tion we wish to counter the re- Lugar, R-Ind., a leading member
the Clinton administration in two constitution of an air defense of the Senate's Foreign Relations
days. On Tuesday, Pentagon offi- system," Burns said. "Saddam and Intelligence committees,
cials confirmed Iraqi crews were Hussein is on notice."
urged "more extensive air
rebuilding air defense installaPerry confirmed that F-117 strikes" and criticized the admintions destroyed this month by stealth fighter-bombers were istration for taking halfU.S. cruise missiles, something ordered into the region but would measures.
Washington has warned him in not say how many or where they
"We should not stop until Sadwriting not to do. At the State would go. Speaking anonymous- dam Hussein's regime is crippled
Department, spokesman Nick ly, an administration official said and incapable of harassing its
Bums was equally blunt about eight would be dispatched to neighbors and destabilizing the
that.
Kuwait, which authorized thdn Middle East," Lugar said.
"Should he do so, we reserve to land.
But Barbara Starr, the Washington bureau chief for Jane's
Defence Weekly and a specialist
on cruise missiles, said Washington remains in the difficult position it was in during the 1991
Persian Gulf War. It has limited
capability to mount strikes
against Saddam's mobile missile
units and his Intricate underground bunkers.
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Looking for an apartment
is no easy game
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Howard's ClubH

6 FEET OF EARTH
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"The United States still lacks a
really good conventional weapon
to use against a buried target,"
she said. "Saddam can continue
to bury his facilities deeper than
we can reach them."
And the mobility of some of
Saddam's missile units causes
other problems, she said, because it makes them best targeted by manned aircraft and not
cruise missiles.
The eight-engine B-52s were
flying to the Indian Ocean island
of Diego Garcia from their base
on Guam. Planes flew from
Guam last week for the first of
two cruise missile strikes.
The F-l 17s, manned by a single
pilot, must fly from Holloman
Air Force Base in New Mexico to
the Persian Gulf. Although the
aircraft can be refueled in flight,
the trip still could take close to a
full day.

209 N. Superior
Downtown
Toledo
HOTLINE
(419)243-4449

But You're in Luck!
We have apartments still
available!
COME TO THOSE WITH YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE.

NEWLQVE
rentals

|

352 - 9951

jsftmm
Pool

-Video Games

•Electronic Darts

campus

-Pinbal

ters

carry-out

328 S. Main (our only ofllce)

X

Spoils Bar and Grill
.homeoftfu

cheap 22 oz. draft
$1.50
any time, any day

If. you're unsure

Open DAILY 11:00 am 2:30am

about using our new
Personal Touch machine,

when you vieitouf nn HunUngton
Builti Uoeei office in the B0SI
Student I nion, you'll rind ■' houeei
the latest technolog) tliat eJlowi

don't worry.

you t*> hanl whenever

you want

Our Rrraonal Ibucn Machine! ere
ID eat)

to it*-, anyone can do it [hanki

to two-way video, you can tall with •
F\*t»»ndl Kink IT right on tt*
ruiot From telling you how ti> uee
commande, he 01
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can guide you

through ipeciric transactioni H. H

Bloody Marys $1.00 II-4pm

fund*, oi

500 shots I-9pm
buy one appetizer, get second half off

Whenever

I * find out «li.it all tli.- tall if
about, vi-it our Huntingdon Bank*
Acceea office

I-H!.I\

Or even tonight

We'll talk you through it.
M>nC«i i [or 40 M^*™*!"* and fh» nvitnajMyt P»**or»i fWrw*
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happy hour 11-9
Mondays:
250 drafts 5-9pm 100 wings 9-12am
Tuesdays:
Greek Night
Wednesdays:
Import Night - all Imports $1.75
Thursdays:
Ladies Night - half price drinks 6-9pm
Fridays:
25$ drafts 5-9pm $2 cover;
Karaoke 9:30-1:30am
Saturdays:
Margaritas $1.00 Long Islands $2.00
Sundays:
Steak-n-eggs $6.49 11-4pm

applying lor a loan, transferring
whatever

Hunhngton
Banks

E5J

"Saturday September Nth
Tailgate Party
(BGSU 1st home game vs. Temple)
Bar Opens at 7am
Breakfast Buffet & Bloody Marys/
Screwdrivers $1 until game time
Aftergame LOVE ZOMBIES 10pm-2am $2cover

